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Abstract
Signature-based tools such as network intrusion detection systems are widely used to protect critical systems. Automatic signature generation techniques are needed to enable these tools due to the speed at which new vulnerabilities are discovered. In particular, we need automatic
techniques which generate sound signatures — signatures
which will not mistakenly block legitimate traffic or raise
false alarms. In addition, we need signatures to have few
false negatives and will catch many different exploit variants.
We investigate new techniques for automatically generating sound vulnerability signatures with fewer false negatives than previous research using program binary analysis.
The key problem to reducing false negatives is to consider
as many as possible different program paths an exploit may
take. Previous work considered each possible program path
an exploit may take separately, thus generating signatures
that are exponential in the size of the number of branches
considered. In the exact same scenario, we show how to
reduce the overall signature size and the generation time
from exponential to polynomial. We do this without requiring any additional assumptions, or relaxing any properties.
This efficiency gain allows us to consider many more program paths, which results in reducing the false negatives
of generated signatures. We achieve these results by creating algorithms for generating vulnerability signatures that
are based on computing weakest preconditions (WP). The
weakest precondition for a program path to a vulnerability
is a function which matches all exploits that may exploit the
vulnerability along that path.
We have implemented our techniques and generated signatures for several binary programs. Our results demonstrate that our WP-based algorithm generates more succinct signatures than previous approaches which were
based on forward symbolic execution.

1 Introduction
A vulnerability is a software bug that can be used by an
attacker to alter execution of a program to achieve harmful
consequences, such as executing malicious code specified
by the attacker. For a given program with a vulnerability, an
exploit is an input to the program that triggers the vulnerability and results in a successful attack. One common approach for protecting a vulnerable program from being exploited by attackers is to generate signatures which will recognize exploits of the vulnerability. Signatures are widely
used in network and host defense systems to filter out any
input which may exploit programs.
Since manual generation of signatures is a slow, cumbersome, and error-prone process, there is great interest in
automatic signature generation techniques. Previous algorithms for automatically generating signatures have focused
on learning signatures from actual exploits [26, 27, 30, 33,
43, 50]. We call these exploit-based signatures. The main
shortcoming of these exploit-based signatures is that they
are based on specific exploit instances and may have both
false positives and negatives [16, 34, 40]. For example, an
exploit-based signature may have a high false-positive rate,
and thus may block a large amount of legitimate traffic.
Worse, it is usually impossible to know before deploying an
exploit-based signature what the error rate is, thus the only
choices for a user are bad: deploy the exploit-based signature and possibly block important legitimate traffic, or not
deploy the exploit-based signature and possibly get compromised.
To remedy the shortcomings of exploit-based signatures,
recently researchers have developed a new type of signature: vulnerability signatures, which are based on actual
vulnerabilities instead of exploit instances, and will have
a guaranteed zero false positive rate [12, 49]. Specifically,
previous work demonstrated that automatically generating
sound vulnerability signatures is possible via program binary analysis [12]. This approach uses forward symbolic
execution to generate a separate signature for each program
path an exploit may take through the program. Loops and
other cyclic structures are explored (unrolled) a fixed num-

ber of times. The generated signature is sound, but exponential in size to the number of program paths in the unrolled program. As a result, this approach for generating
vulnerability signatures is not scalable when there are many
paths an exploit may take.
In this paper, we address the shortcomings of previous
approaches and present an efficient and practical method
for creating vulnerability signatures based upon binary program analysis. In particular, we explore how to generate
vulnerability signatures with the same properties as previous research, but reduce the overall signature size and generation time from exponential to quadratic in the size of the
unrolled program (see Section 2 for exact details). We do
this without requiring any additional assumptions, or relaxing any properties. Intuitively, a signature which recognizes
all exploits of a vulnerability should not be much larger than
the program since the program itself accepts all exploits,
and just needs to be modified to recognize them appropriately. Our approach is able to achieve these gains by more
efficiently representing the many program paths an exploit
may take. At a high level, our approach summarizes multiple program paths, while previous approaches enumerated
them. Because our approach is more scalable, the signature
can encompass more program paths, thus be more complete
(i.e., have fewer false negatives).
At a high level, our vulnerability signature generation
algorithm takes as input a program and a vulnerability, and
first outputs a signature formula (f ), which when evaluated
on an input (f (x)) returns EXPLOIT if the input would exploit the program, and SAFE otherwise. If desired, the formula can be given to a solver such as a decision procedure
to generate a regular expression signature.
We realize these gains by adopting the formal verification technique of weakest preconditions (WP) to signature
generation. The novelty of our approach is that, by applying
the weakest precondition to generating vulnerability signatures, we can efficiently characterize all vulnerable states in
the unrolled program and produce signatures that are more
succinct. In addition, unlike previous work, we can consider the case when we know program loop invariants. This
is important since often loop invariants can be automatically
generated (e.g., [22, 25, 38, 45]).
There are many challenges to adapting the weakest precondition computation to vulnerability signature generation. First, we generate signatures with only access to the
program binary. Weakest precondition calculations are normally done on structured programs (i.e., source code), while
a binary is unstructured and has only jumps. Second, the
method used for calculating the weakest precondition matters: using the standard techniques will generate exponential size formulas, thus little benefit. We show how to adapt
recent advances in weakest precondition research to binary
analysis, and provide a succinct proof of correctness. This

adaptation is necessary to achieve our results. The overall difference using our approach is quite astounding: we
reduce vulnerability-signature size from previously best exponential to quadratic (Section 2).
In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:
• We show how to adapt the weakest precondition to
create a vulnerability signature. This connection allows us to realize immense efficiency gains. These efficiency gains can be translated into better signatures
with fewer false negatives, while still enjoying zero
false positives, compared to signatures produced using
techniques from previous approaches.
• We develop new methods for calculating the weakest precondition for binary programs, which are unstructured. Our method uses novel structural analysis
to convert binaries into structured forms to facilitate
weakest precondition computation. We also present a
new proof that the resulting signature size is O(n2 )
where n is the number of instructions (for programs
with loops unrolled).
• We have implemented a prototype system for automatically creating vulnerability signatures from program binaries to evaluate our approach. Our evaluation shows that previous methods generated signatures
orders of magnitude larger than our approach.

2 Overview and Intuitions
In this section, we first introduce our terminology for
vulnerabilities and vulnerability signatures, and present a
running example. Then we give the high level intuition behind our approach.

2.1

Vulnerability Definitions

Given a binary program P , a vulnerability is a bug in P
where execution may “go wrong” and violate the intended
semantics of the program. Common ways to “go wrong”
are to dereference NULL pointers, overwrite critical data
such as return addresses, and attempt to double-free memory. We call the point where execution may “go wrong” the
vulnerability point, denoted by ip . We call the conditions
necessary for the program to “go wrong” at ip the vulnerability condition, denoted as c. At a high level, the tuple
< P, ip , c > completely describes exactly one vulnerability.
In this work, we are concerned with a single vulnerability
(multiple vulnerabilities are each handled independently).
An exploit for a vulnerability is one input to the program
(e.g., a network packet) which causes the program to satisfy
the vulnerability condition at the vulnerability point, thus
exploiting the vulnerability.
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i n t buf [ 1 5 ] ;
i f ( x < 0)
x : = (−x ) % 1 6 ;
else
x := x % 16;
buf [ x ] := x ;
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Figure 1. Our running example. The left side shows our example program. When x = 15 or −15, line 6
will write past the array bounds. The right side shows the corresponding control flow graph, where
each line of the program corresponds to a basic block node.

Figure 1 shows our running example, which contains
a off-by-one vulnerability. We show the vulnerability as
source code for illustrative purposes: our algorithm and
techniques are specifically designed to work on binary programs. In this example, x is the input and x = 15 or
x = −15 will result in an out-of-bounds write on line 6.
Thus, the vulnerability condition is x 6= 15 at the vulnerability point is line 6.
We generate signatures for known vulnerabilities, and
take as input the description of the vulnerability and the
vulnerable program. Note how the vulnerability is originally detected is orthogonal to our problem, and addressed
by other research, which we do not duplicate here. An illustrative scenario in which the vulnerability description is
automatically provided is: (1) a new vulnerability is discovered, (2) an attacker releases an exploit, (3) a detector detects the new exploit, and (4) the detector furnishes
our algorithm with the vulnerability point and the detected
vulnerability condition. For example, dynamic taint analysis can provide us with the required information about
the most common types of vulnerabilities, including buffer
overflows, heap overflows, format string bugs, and similar
overwrite attacks [17, 35, 44].

2.2

Automatic Vulnerability
Generation from Binaries

Signature

Our job, given the vulnerability condition c, vulnerability point ip , and the program binary P , is to generate a vulnerability signature S<P,c> that will recognize subsequent
exploits of the vulnerability (without needing to run the program itself). Abstractly, a signature is a Boolean function
S<P,c> which takes as input any input x from the program
input domain I, and returns either EXPLOIT or SAFE, i.e.,
generate: S<P,c> : I → {EXPLOIT, SAFE}. Common signature types include regular expressions [8, 14, 21, 36, 39,
46,47], protocol state machines [49], and Boolean functions
which are evaluated on program inputs [12, 15]. In our setting, we focus primarily on generating signatures which are
Boolean functions (also called symbolic signatures), though

in Section 3.3.3 we explain how a Boolean function signature can be converted to a regular expression signature.
In this paper, we investigate how to generate sound vulnerability signature by binary program analysis. Binary
program analysis is very challenging. First, binary programs are unstructured, while most techniques are designed
to work for structured programs. Second, binary programs
are often much larger than the corresponding source code
since a single source code construct can stand for very complicated operations. Third, because our system deals with
x86 binaries, it is challenging to accurately model the complexity of x86 instruction set.
However, the benefits of generating a signature from the
binary are quite compelling: we can automatically generate
signatures for vulnerable programs even when the source
code is not available, and the generated signature is completely faithful to the program. Techniques based upon
source code offer neither advantage, especially since the
source code may not reflect the underlying vulnerability in
the binary [5].

2.3

The High-Level Idea

Our approach calculates the weakest precondition on inputs to a binary program to exploit the vulnerability <
P, ip , c >. At a high level, we think of a vulnerability in
terms of the vulnerability point ip and the vulnerability condition c. Any possible exploit must reach the vulnerability
point ip and satisfy the vulnerability condition c. An exploit
must also execute some instruction ip−1 just before ip . The
weakest precondition calculates a formula which is true iff
executing ip−1 will lead to execute ip and satisfy c. In this
manner we recursively calculate a signature. This process
is iterated until we reach the initial point of input(s) to the
program. The net result of this process is depicted in Figure 2. Inductively, the generated formula will be true for
inputs which exploit the given vulnerability.
More formally, let P : I → I be a program from
states ∈ I to states ∈ O (e.g., a program with n variables
is an n-dimensional state-space I). The weakest precondition wp(P, c) for a program P with respect to the vul-
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Figure 2. For a program P and a vulnerability c, the weakest precondition wp(P, c) describes the
inputs which, upon execution, result in an exploited state.

nerability condition c is a Boolean formula over the initial
state which is true for all inputs which cause P to terminate in a final state satisfying c. Thus, if P is a sequence
of instructions {i0 ; i1 ; ..., ip }, where ip is our vulnerability point, inductively we calculate wp(ip , c) = cp−1 , then
wp(ip−1 , cp−1 ) = cp−2 , and so on. The resulting formula
S<P,c> = wp(P, c) is a predicate such that ∀x ∈ I :
S<P,c> (x) = EXPLOIT if P (x) would exploit the vulnerability.
Creating a compact representation for multiple paths an
exploit may take is key for creating a succinct vulnerability signature. For instance, in a loop free program with b
branches there are O(2b ) program paths. Previous approach
based on forward symbolic execution that calculates a separate formula for each path results in an exponential size
formula. For example, suppose our signature is calculated
over a loop-free program with n instructions and b conditional jumps. Then using forward symbolic execution will
generate 2b signatures—one for each branch—and the total
signature f = f1 ∧ f2 ∧ ...f2b will be O(2b ) in size [12].
However, this is not a lower bound. Intuitively, the program itself is almost a signature since it accepts all exploits
to ip —it only fails because it does not output EXPLOIT at
the vulnerability point. Thus, signatures that are not much
larger than the program itself seem possible.
We show that using the weakest precondition, we can
in fact generate a vulnerability signature at most O(n2 ) in
size under the same set of assumptions, regardless of the
number of (acyclic) branches, while previous work was exponential (Section 3.3). Further, the time to create this signature is polynomial in the size of the program, while previous approaches are exponential. We achieve this efficiency
because the weakest precondition summarizes multiple program paths to the vulnerability point. In comparison, previous work is based on forward symbolic execution which
essentially forks on each conditional jump separately, hence
produces exponential growth in signature size and time by
considering each path independently. By using weakest precondition, we need not consider each path independently:
we can efficiently calculate a signature based on the number of statements.
However, it is not straightforward to apply the weakest
precondition to the problem of generating vulnerability signatures. Weakest precondition calculations are usually per-

formed over a structured programming language, while we
are working with unstructured binaries. We show how to
overcome this challenge by using Guarded Command Language (GCL) (Section 3.2). To the best of our knowledge,
we are the first to perform a weakest precondition calculation over real binary programs.
The main advantages of our approach are: (a) we can
more efficiently reason about the many paths that lead to
the vulnerability point, and (b) the generated signatures are
more concise. We do not require any additional assumption, such as source code, and we do not lose any accuracy.
Therefore, our work is the first practical approach to creating sound vulnerability signatures which cover many different paths to a vulnerability.

2.4

Automatically Generating Signatures
for Programs with Loops

Because automatic analysis of any non-trivial property
in programs with loops in undecidable [24], we consider
two cases: one for generating signatures on programs with
loops, and one generating signatures on loop-free programs.
Note previous work only considered analyzing loop-free
programs. In the loop-free case, we can always perform
completely automatic analysis. In the presence of loops, we
may need help from the user by providing loop invariants.
When completely automatic analysis is necessary, we
take as input, in addition to the program, the vulnerability condition, and the vulnerability point, a upper bound on
the number of times to unroll loops. For example, the upper
bound may be the same as the number of times a loop is executed in a known exploit sample. This is the same scenario
as previously proposed for signature generation [12], and
is common for automatic bound checking [9]. Loops (and
other recursive elements) are analyzed up to the specified
number of times.
To reason about loops, our algorithm requires, in addition to the vulnerability inputs, a set of loop invariants.
Loop invariants are necessary because otherwise even the
most basic analysis, halting, is undecidable. Note that although we take loop invariants as input, in many cases they
can also automatically be generated (Section 3.4). One advantage of our weakest precondition approach is the semantics are well-defined even for programs with loops.

3 Calculating a Vulnerability Signature Using the Weakest Preconditions
In this section we formalize the process of computing a
vulnerability signature via the weakest precondition. We
take as input a binary program P , the vulnerability condition c, the vulnerability point ip , calculate the weakest
precondition S<P,c> = wp(P, c) with respect to the vulnerability point, and output S<P,c> as our signature. Our
approach has three steps:
1. Pre-process the program. We convert a binary program P to an intermediate representation (IR), and create the control flow graph for the program. In this step,
we also create a control flow graph G of P , and then
compute a chop G′ of G which contains only the part
of the program relevant to the vulnerability. If completely automatic analysis is desired, we also unroll
loops in G′ . The output of this step is the (chopped
and possibly unrolled) control flow graph G′ .
2. Convert to GCL. This step takes as input the CFG
G′ and the program P and outputs an equivalent program Pg in the guarded command language (GCL).
This step is crucial to our approach because the weakest precondition is designed for structured programs
(i.e., source code), while our work deals with binaries,
which are unstructured. By converting a binary into
GCL form, we abstract the program into a structured
form on which we can then apply analysis and compute the weakest precondition.
3. Compute the weakest precondition. We compute the
weakest precondition S<P,c> = wp(Pg , c) over the
GCL in a syntax directed manner. S<P,c> is our signature, which can further be refined. For example, we
can remove any non-input variables (Section 3.2) or
convert it to a regular expression (Section 3.3.3).
The weakest precondition S<P,c> is our signature because S<P,c> (x) is true iff P (x) would exploit the vulnerability. In this section, we detail the above steps.

3.1

Step 1: Pre-processing the Program

Translating x86 to the IR. To compute a vulnerability
signature on an x86 program binary, we must know how
to accurately model any instruction that could be executed.
This is a challenging task: x86 is a CISC instruction set with
hundreds of instructions, many with implicit side-effects
(e.g., overflow in addition sets to eflags register), an
instruction may behave differently with different operands
(e.g., shifting by 0 does not set the eflags register, while
any other value will), and there are even single instruction
loops (e.g., the rep family of instructions).

Therefore, our first step is to translate x86 instructions
into a form amenable to analysis. In our approach, we convert x86 instructions into the RISC-like IR shown in Table 1. System calls can be translated as assignments to special variables, e.g., the read call creates new variables for
new inputs (see Section 3.3.2 for further discussion). A vulnerability signature calculated over the IR language is semantically equivalent to a signature over the original x86
instructions.
Our IR has assignments (r := v), binary and unary operations (r := r1 2b v and r := 2u v where 2b and 2u are
binary and unary operators), loading a value from memory
into a register (r1 = ∗(r2 )), storing a value (∗r1 := r2 ), direct jumps (jmp ℓ) to a known target label (label ℓ), indirect
jumps to a computed value stored in a register (ijmp r), and
conditional jumps (if r then jmp ℓ1 else jmp ℓ2 ).
Creating a control flow graph and compute the chop.
We next build a control flow graph (CFG) over the IR form
of the program. In this step, we also compute a chop of
the graph which includes only those program paths which
may reach the vulnerability point ip . When completely automatic analysis is desired, we also unroll loops as necessary.
A CFG is a directed graph G = (V, E) where vi ∈ V
represents an instruction i, and has edge (vi1 , vi2 ) ∈ E if
control can pass from instruction i1 to i2 . There is a distinguish node called ventry which the unique entry point for
the program, and vexit which represents the program terminating. Control flow is straight-forward for all statements
except indirect jumps, where the CFG has an edge for any
potential successor blocks. The possible targets of an indirect jump can be found with assembly register value analysis [4, 11].
Because in the remaining steps we will reason about all
program statements in the output graph from this step, we
wish the graph to reflect only those paths which can reach
the vulnerability point. Let vp be the vertex for our vulnerability point ip . We compute the chop of the graph from
ventry to vp . The chop is computed by (a) adding an edge
(vp , ventry ) to the graph; (b) computing the strongly connected component; (c) creating an output graph G′ which
contains only those nodes in the same component as ip .
Unrolling Loops. As previously mentioned, automatic
reasoning about any non-trivial property in a program with
loops is undecidable [24]. Therefore, in the worst case,
completely automatic analysis requires us to remove any
loops from the graph by unrolling them, i.e., duplicating the
loop body a fixed number of times. In some cases we can
infer the number of times to an unroll a loop by static analysis, e.g., by analyzing loop induction variables [3,31]. If we
cannot automatically infer the maximum number of times
a loop may be executed, we may ask the user to provide

Instructions

i

::=

∗(r1 ) := r2 |r1 := ∗(r2 )|r := v|r := r1 2b v
|r := 2u v | label li | nop |halt | fail
| jmp ℓ | ijmp r | if r jmp ℓ1 else jmp ℓ2

Operations
Operands

2b

::=

+, −, ∗, /, ≪, ≫, &, |, ⊕, ==, ! =, <, ≤ (Binary operations)

2u

::=

¬, ! (unary operations)

v

::=

n (an integer literal) | r (a register) | ℓ (a label)

Table 1. Our RISC-like IR. We convert all x86 assembly instructions into this IR.

s

::=

lval := e | assert e | assume e | s; s | s 2 s | skip

Table 2. The guarded command language
(GCL) fragment we use.

a upper bounds on the number of times each loop can be
executed. Unrolling is generally well accepted technique,
especially by the model checking community [9]. We discuss scenarios in which loops do not need to be unrolled
further in Section 3.4.
For example, if the user specifies the loop while
(a[i] != NULL){i++;} should be be unrolled 1 time,
we generate:
if(a[i] != NULL){
i++;
if(a[i] != NULL) assert(false); }

The assert(false) is necessary so that we do not mistakenly reason about additional iterations in the remaining
steps.

3.2

Step 2: Calculating the GCL

The weakest precondition is calculated over the guarded
command language (GCL), shown in Table 2 (we show only
the fragment relevant to our work). Although this language
looks simple, it powerful enough to reason about general
purpose programming languages [18, 19]. A program written in GCL may either terminate normally, or it may “go
wrong”. Statements s in the language are assignments of
expressions to l-values (e.g., registers and memory cells),
“assert e” which checks that expression e is true and fails
if it is false, “assume e” which adds an assumption that e
is true, sequences of statements, and the choice statement
“s1 2s2 ” which executes either s1 or s2 . A program written
in GCL terminates normally iff none of the assertions fail.
Because GCL is structural, it is straight-forward to translate a structural language into GCL. For example, the program if e then A else B is translated into the GCL
as “(assume e; A)2(assume ¬ e; B)”. However, the binary
programs we analyze are not structural because of jumps.

Therefore, previous work on translating a program to GCL
does not apply in our work with binary programs.
In order to work on binaries, we develop an algorithm
which converts an unstructured binary program into the
GCL. Our algorithm is a type of structural analysis where
we create an appropriate GCL based upon the structure of
the CFG. The intuition behind our approach is that although
a program may use jumps, their behavior can still be replicated with the GCL. For example, a diamond-shaped subgraph in a CFG, such as with nodes 2,3,5,and 6 in Figure 1, represent an if-then-else choice between two
branches, and are translated into the GCL as choice statements.
Algorithm 1 Algorithm to calculate a GCL in terms of the
CFG.
1: Γ: V → S //Mapping from vertex to CFG GCL
2: pred: V → V // Map vertex to predecessor set
3: for all v in topological order do
4:
if |pred(v)| = 1 then
5:
Γ[v] := Γ(pred(v));v
6:
else
7:
s := pi ∈ pred(v): Γ(pi )
8:
for all pi ∈ pred(v) do
9:
(prefix, vb , s1 , s2 ) := split prefix(Γ(pi ), s)
10:
s := prefix; (assume vb ; s1 ) 2 (assume ¬vb ;
s2 );
11:
end for
12:
Γ[v] := s;v
13:
end if
14: end for
For now, we assume the graph is acyclic. We discuss
cyclic graphs in Section 3.4. Algorithm 1 works by constructing a GCL program in terms of the CFG vertices. A
post-processing phase converts the vertex numbers in the
GCL program to actual GCL statements. We maintain two
maps: Γ, which maps a vertex to the GCL statement up to
that point in the program, and pred, which maps a vertex
to its predecessor set. Γ is initialized so that each vertex v
maps to GCL statement corresponding to executing v.
Our structural analysis distinguishes whether a vertex v

has one or many predecessors. If there is only one predecessor vi for a vertex v, then the instructions for these two
vertices must be a sequence, thus we generate the GCL program vi ; v, as shown on line 5.
If there is more than one predecessor, say vi and vj ,
then because the graph is rooted at ventry , there must be a
least common predecessor vb to both vi and vj . The function split prefix takes in two GCL programs, and outputs the largest common prefix prefix, the least common
predecessor vb , and the remaining statements as s1 and s2
for vi and vj , respectively. The least common predecessor reflects a choice between two branches: one which goes
through vi and one which goes through vj . This intuition is
reflected in lines 7-12. For a vertex v, we first set our current GCL statement s to be one path to v on line 7. Then, for
each predecessor, we calculate the greatest common path
prefix prefix, the choice point vb and the two GCL program for the two paths after the choice point s1 and s2 .
For the CFG of our running example (Figure 1), our algorithm would generate the GCL program:
1; (assume 2; 3;) 2 (assume ¬ 2; 5;); 6;
An extended example of this algorithm is provided in the
Appendix A.2.
The output of Algorithm 1 is a GCL program Pg where
each atomic statement is a CFG vertex ID. The GCL program Pg corresponding to the vulnerability point will be
that for all paths from entry to vp . We then post-process
Pg GCL program, replacing statement ID’s with the corresponding instruction, and output the results. The final GCL
program Pg produced for our running example is:
skip; (assume x < 0; x := (−x)%16)2
(assume ¬(x < 0); x := x%16); buf[x] := x;
Analysis. The running time of the algorithm includes a
topological sort, which can be done in O(|V | + |E|). Because each node is visited at most once, the running time is
linear in the size of the graph.
To see correctness, note the important case to consider is
when we split a common prefix and generate a choice (2)
statement. This happens when two nodes ij and ik have
a common prefix i1 , ..., ib , then all paths from the entry of
the CFG to ij and ik most go through ib , i.e., ib dominates
ij and ik . Because ib is the least common predecessor, ib
must be a branch point. Therefore, we create the GCL program i1 , ..., ib−1 ; (assume ib ; ij 2assume ¬ib ; ik ), indicating that any path must first go through ib , then there is a
choice on whether the follow the path to ij or ik . Once we
find such a structure, we can collapse it into the mentioned
GCL program, and iterate. Eventually, all nodes (reachable
from the entry) will be collapsed.

wp(x := e, Q) : Q[e/x]

WP-A SSIGN

wp(assume E, Q) : E ⇒ Q
wp(assert E, Q) : E ∧ Q

WP-A SSUME

WP-A SSERT

wp(s2 , Q) : Q1 wp(s1 , Q1 ) : Q2
WP-S EQ
wp(s1 ; s2 , Q) : Q2
wp(s1 , Q) : Q1 wp(s2 , Q) : Q2
WP-C HOICE
wp(s1 2s2 , Q) : Q1 ∧ Q2
Table 3. Algorithm for calculating the weakest
pre-condition.

3.3

Generating Vulnerability Signatures
with the Weakest Precondition

In this section, we first describe how to efficiently calculate the weakest precondition. We then describe its application to vulnerability signature generation.
3.3.1 Calculating the Weakest Precondition
The weakest precondition wp(P, c) is a Boolean function
which is true iff for all assignments of values to variables
x in which P (x) halts in a state satisfying c. The weakest
precondition is calculated in a syntax-directed manner from
the guarded command language (GCL). Dijkstra’s proposed
the rules shown in Table 3 for calculating the weakest precondition wp(P, Q). In this section, we use Q to refer to
any Boolean predicate, and c to refer specifically to the vulnerability condition predicate. These rules can be read as an
algorithm where the “:” separates the inputs from the outputs. For example, given wp(s1 2s2 , Q), we first calculate
wp(s1 , Q) to generate Q1 , then compute wp(s2 , Q) to generate Q2 , and the resulting predicate is Q1 ∧ Q2 . We give
a small further example in Appendix A.1. However, calculation done using Dijkstra’s algorithm may result in a formula exponential in the size of the program. Flanagan and
Saxe noticed that there are two reasons for the exponential
explosion: assignment statements and duplicating the postcondition on both premises of choice statement [23]. We
explain the source of the explosion, propose solutions, and
prove the correctness of our approach.
Blowup from assignments To see why assignment statements can cause exponential explosion, consider calculation
wp(b = a + a; c = b + b; d = c + c, d < 5). Using Dijkstra’s semantics shown in Table 3, we generate the formula

a + a + a + a + a + a < 5, i.e., the wp calculation generates an exponential number of a’s. Flanagan and Saxe propose a method termed passification to remedy this problem
where the program is transformed into a semantically equivalent form in which all program variables are assigned only
once. This condition is easily met by (acyclic) programs
by converting the program into SSA form 1 . Assignments
are then replaced with assumes, e.g., x := e is replaced
with the logically equivalent “assume x = e”. Note that this
transformation is correct because each variable in the program is assigned once, therefore we can simply bind the
variable “x” to the expression “e” throughout the program.
A program that has undergone the above transformation is
called passified. Our previous calculation on the passified
program would be: wp(assume b = a + a; assume c = b +
b; assume d = c + c, d < 5), and the weakest precondition
is: b ⇒ (a + a ⇒ c ⇒ (b + b ⇒ (d ⇒ c + c ⇒ d < 5))).
Passification will increase the size of the program quadratically, but in most cases, only linearly [23, 29].
Unnecessary duplication of the post-condition The
other source of exponential formula growth is with the WP CHOICE rule. This rule duplicates the post-condition on
each branch, thus the formula size potentially doubles at
each branch point. This is very similar to what causes the
problem with forward symbolic execution: when a branch
is encountered the formula is “forked” and two identical
copies continue executing each branch [12]. Leino was the
first to realize that the problem could be averted if we calculate slightly differently using the weakest liberal precondition (wlp) [23, 29]. The weakest liberal precondition is the
weakest condition which guarantees that the post-condition
is met if the program terminates, i.e., is the same as the
weakest precondition, except the program may not terminate. The inference rules for the weakest liberal precondition are the same as for the weakest precondition except
for:
wlp(assert E, Q) : E ⇒ Q

WLP-A SSERT

The relationship between the weakest precondition and
weakest liberal precondition is:

is an expression. Therefore, if a passified program starts in
a state satisfying Q and nothing goes wrong (wlp(P, Q ≡
false)), it will end in a state satisfying Q. This is expressed
in the following identity which is true for all assignment
free programs:
wlp(P, Q) ⇔ wlp(P, false) ∨ Q

(2)

The reason this identity is important is that the postcondition Q does not appear in the weakest precondition calculation, thus is not duplicated along branches
in WP - CHOICE. If during sub-derivation we get a new
post-condition for WP - CHOICE that is not a constant (i.e.,
through WP - SEQ), we just apply the transformation again.
As a result, the signature size is at most twice the size of
the passified program. Because the passified program is at
most quadratic in size, the total signature size with be at
most O(n2 ).
Putting together equation 1 and equation 2, we get:
wp(P, Q) ⇔ wp(P, true) ∧ (wlp(P, false) ∨ Q)

(3)

Correctness Proof. The argument above holds for
assignment-free, acyclic programs, assuming that Equation 2 holds (since Equation 1 follows from the definition
of wp and wlp [19]). We prove the following generalization
where we can swap the position of any two predicate Qa
and Qb :
Lemma 3.1 For all assignment-free acyclic programs P ,
∀Qa , Qb |wlp(P, Qa ) ∨ Qb : Q ⇔ wlp(P, Qb ) ∨ Qa : Q.
Equation 2 is a specific case of Lemma 3.1 with Q = Qa
and Qb = false, i.e., wlp(P, Q) ≡ wlp(P, Q) ∨ false ⇔
wlp(P, false) ∨ Q.
Proof: We provide the proof for the forward direction. The
backward direction is similar. Our proof is by induction on
the derivation of D = wlp(P, Qa ) ∨ Qb : Q. One slight
problem is our derivation rules for wlp do not provide for
logical connectives, e.g., the ∨Qb . We show the augmented
rules here.
Case: D =

wp(P, Q) ⇔ wp(P, true) ∧ wlp(P, Q)

(1)

Equation 1 (proposed by Dijkstra in [19]) can be read as
is that the weakest precondition for a program to terminate
in a state satisfying Q (wp(P, Q)) is the same as for if the
program terminates it satisfies Q (the wlp(P, Q) term) and
it terminates (the wp(P, true) term).
An essential insight is that passified programs do not
change state, i.e., since assignments are removed everything
1 A dynamic static assignment (DSA) form is required for programs
with loops, which is equivalent to SSA for loop-free programs.

wlp(assume E, Qa ) ∨ Qb : (E ⇒ Qa ) ∨ Qb
where P = assume E and Q = (E ⇒ Qa ) ∨ Qb . We
show that wlp(assume E, Qb ) ∨ Qa : Q.
(E ⇒ Qa ) ∨ Qb
given
wlp(assume E, Qb ) ∨ Qa : (E ⇒ Qb ) ∨ Qa by rule
(E ⇒ Qa ) ∨ Qb ⇔ (E ⇒ Qb ) ∨ Qa by truth table.

Case: D =

wlp(assert E, Qa ) ∨ Qb : (E ⇒ Qa ) ∨ Qb
Symmetric to above.

.

wlp(s1 , Qa ) ∨ Qb : Q1 wlp(s2 , Qa ) ∨ Qb : Q2
wlp(s1 2s2 , Qa ) ∨ Qb : Q1 ∧ Q2
where P = s1 2s2 and Q = Q1 ∧ Q2 . We show
wlp(s1 2s2 , Qb ) ∨ Qa : Q1 ∧ Q2 .

Case: D =

wlp(s1 , Qb ) ∨ Qa : Q1 by inductive hypothesis (IH).
wlp(s2 , Qb ) ∨ Qa : Q2
by IH.
wlp(s1 2s2 , Qb ) ∨ Qa : Q1 ∧ Q2
by rule.
wlp(s1 , Qa ) ∨ Qb : Q1 wlp(s2 , Q1 ) : Q
wlp(s1 ; s2 , Qa ) ∨ Qb : Q
where P = s1 ; s2 . We show wlp(s1 ; s2 , Qa ) ∨ Qb : Q

Case: D =

wlp(s2 , Qa ) ∨ Qb : Q1
wlp(s1 , Q1 ) : Q
wlp(s1 ; s2 , Qa ) ∨ Qb : Q

(by IH)
given
by rule
2

This proof shows that essentially our desired property
naturally follows directly from the algorithm itself, only appealing to logical equivalence once for assume and once for
assert.
3.3.2 Generating Vulnerability Signatures
Our calculation for the weakest precondition takes in the
vulnerability condition c, and the GCL version of the program Pg from the previous step, and generates S<P,c> =
wp(Pg , c). The output signature S<P,c> is true for input x
iff P (x) would exploit the vulnerability. Our algorithm is
shown in Figure 3.

I NPUT: A (chopped) program Pg and a vulnerability condition c. Let V ar(P ) and I(P ) be the set of variables and
input variables in program Pg , respectively.
1. Compute the weakest precondition S<P,c>
wp(Pg , c).

=

2. Eliminate non-input variables (V ar(P ) − I(P )) from
S<P,c> . are called non-input variables.
3. If needed, convert the predicate S<P,c> to an appropriate signature representation, such as a regular expression signature (Section 3.3.3).

Figure 3. Creating vulnerability signatures from weakest preconditions.

We calculate wp(Pg , c) as in equation 3:
S<P,c> = wp(Pg , true) ∧ (wlp(Pg , false) ∨ c)

The total size of the vulnerability signature is at most O(n2 )
(from passification) where n is the number of instructions in
Pg .
Let V ar(P ) and I(P ) be the set of variables and input
variables in program P , respectively. For programs where
all variables can be defined in terms of the input, wp(Pg , Q)
can be used as a signature: any input satisfying the resulting predicate will exploit the program. However, the weakest precondition is not quite a signature for programs with
non-input variables V ar(P) − I(P). One way to remove
such variables is to assign them values, say values as they
appear in an exploit sample trace. For example, configuration options are often non-input variables, and thus using
the sample trace values may be an appropriate action. If we
cannot provide a value for a variable, and we cannot write
it in terms of an input variable, then we can existentially
quantify them out. Existential quantification may result in
an imprecise signature: when the signature is satisfied, there
there is some assignment of values to non-input variables
that makes the predicate true, but perhaps not the actual
values the real program would compute. In our setting, we
assume all non-input variables can be provided values, e.g.,
the same values as provided by the initial detection of the
vulnerability. As a result of the elimination step we augment S<P,c> such that free variables are all input variables.
3.3.3 Converting a Vulnerability Signature to a Regular Expression
The signature computed in the previous step can be converted to a regular expression if desired. The regular expression is calculated from the signature by enumerating
satisfying inputs which would cause the signature to return EXPLOIT. Since our algorithm produces one compact
formula for the entire vulnerability, we need not enumerate each path independently in order to generate a regular
expression [12].
A regular expression signature is calculated from
S<P,c> = wp(Pg , c) via the following algorithm:
1. The initial signature is the empty regular expression
Sre = ǫ
2. Ask the decision procedure for a satisfying answer to
S<P,c> , which will be a set of values x ∈ I(P )
3. Set the signature to Sre := Sre |x where | is a regularexpression “or”
4. Set S<P,c> := S<P,c> ∧ (¬x)
5. Repeat step 1.
Note that the formulas we generate using the optimized
weakest pre-condition calculate are not only more compact,
but also easier for a decision procedure to reason about [23].
The intuition is that forward execution will duplicate the
vulnerability condition c along each path, resulting in formulas of the form (path 1 ∧ c) ∨ (path 2 ∧ c). The decision

procedure will, in many cases, reason about c twice. Our
generation technique exposes the commonality in the formula, e.g., (path 1 ∨ path 2) ∧ c, in which case the decision
procedure only reasons once about c. This is an additional
benefit to our approach.

3.4

Loop Invariants

Previous methods did not reason about loops, even when
loop invariants are known; instead they executed loops a
fixed number of times, which is equivalent to unrolling.
However, our approach using weakest preconditions naturally extends to loops. We can add to the GCL language:
s ::= ... | do e ⇒ s od
in which we execute s repeatedly while e is true.
Our algorithm for constructing the appropriate GCL program given a control flow graph with loops is a straightforward change to Algorithm 1. We identify each loop using standard techniques [3, 31], and calculate the GCL program P for the loop body using Algorithm 1. Note that
irreducible graphs can be made reducible [3], and extending the CFG to GCL algorithm to reducible graphs is trivial. We then identify the loop condition e, and create do
e ⇒ s od. Note this algorithm assumes the graph is reducible; irreducible graphs can be made reducible via nodesplitting [31]. Certain types of “improper regions” in the
CFG are not amenable to our analysis [31]. However, standard algorithms are available to identify such regions. Our
analysis is still applicable to the remaining “proper” regions. Further, since most binary programs are compiled
from a high level language where such odd behavior does
not exist, thus it will likely not exist at the binary level.
In order to calculate the weakest precondition of this
construct we need to identify a loop invariant [19] which,
among other things, is needed because deciding whether a
loop terminates is undecidable. Loop invariants can in some
cases be automatically generated [22, 25, 38, 45]. In some
cases, however, loop invariants may need to be supplied
manually. Once the loop invariant is supplied, we can calculate the weakest precondition using standard algorithms,
which do to space we do not duplicate here.

4 Implementation and Evaluation
We have implemented a prototype system that performs
the steps described in Section 3: we disassemble the binary,
translate assembly into the IR, and calculate the weakest
precondition formula. Our implementation is written primarily in C++ and OCaml, and consists of about 29,000
lines of code. About 20,000 of those lines are the translation
from x86 to the IR. Signatures are generated by converting

the WP formula into a C program that returns true iff an input string satisfies the calculated weakest precondition. We
have also implemented the approach from Section 3.3.3 for
converting a WP generated formula to a regular expression.
We use CVC-Lite [7] as our decision procedure for generating regular expression signatures. We chose CVC-Lite
because it allows us to easily model bit-vector operations
and memory operations.
Prototype limitations Our implementation is a prototype
geared at understanding the trade-offs for vulnerability signature creation. As a result, we do not perform unnecessary
though potentially useful analysis. We currently do not support indirect jumps. The main problem is without additional
analysis, we must assume an indirect jump could transfer
control to any address. Others have researched resolving
possible indirect jump targets, such as the work on Control
Flow Integrity [2], value-set analysis [4], and assembly alias
analysis [11]. We need not resolve jump targets exactly: our
techniques can deal with many possible targets. We manually verify this limitation does not affect our results. We also
do not perform alias analysis. Our implementation hands
off the problem of discovering aliases to the decision procedure. Providing alias analysis would make it easier to prove
formulas [11]. Finally, computing data dependencies would
result in a much more refined view of which statements are
important, and further reduce the formula size. Therefore,
the numbers provided here are an upper bound: subsequent
analysis may reduce them further.
Currently, we unroll all loops. In the future, we plan to
improve our implementation by incorporating an automated
technique to identify loop invariants, and only using loop
unrolling as the fall-back mechanism when the automated
technique fails to infer the invariants.

4.1

Evaluation

We have evaluated our system using four different vulnerable programs: iwconfig [20], atphttpd [41], Bind [48],
and Samba [42]. Note atphttpd and bind were part of the
evaluation suite for of [12]. Each of these programs contain
previously known buffer overflows (our approach works
equally well with other types of vulnerabilities). In our
experiments, we consider all program paths that may lead
from reading an input to the vulnerability point.
Our experiments show:
• The optimized weakest pre-condition formula results
in smaller signatures than previously proposed methods. The signature using previous methods for the
same number of paths as our wp-based approach
wrapped a 64-bit counter, while our signatures were
slightly larger than the program itself.

• Creating a signature that covers all program paths to
the vulnerability is possible.
• The source of much of the complexity is due to library
functions. Providing summary functions for library
calls significantly reduces the size of the generated signatures.
4.1.1 WP vs. Forward Symbolic Execution Formula
Size
We compare the size of formulas generated via forward
symbolic execution against the ones produced using our
weakest-precondition formulation from Section 3.3. Previous work uses forward symbolic-execution to create vulnerability signatures [12], where multiple program paths are
the logical OR of each individual path. We use the SSA
form of the IR in all experiments for consistency.
We first measured the formula size for all paths from
when input (e.g., the exploit) is read to the vulnerability
point. The formula size is simply a count of the number of
terms. We determine viable program paths via control flow
analysis as described in [12] where any path from the initial read to the vulnerability point is considered. Note that
we do not count the size of the desired post-condition in the
formula, which only adds a constant term in both cases.
Table 4 shows the size of the generated signatures for
both methods for 4 programs, with and without summary functions for glibc. Our experiments show that the
size of the weakest precondition formula is only slightly
larger than the number of IR statements, while the forward symbolic-execution signatures were often too big for
a 264 -bit counter. The average signature size using weakest
pre-condition is about 16% larger than the program without summaries and 15% larger than the program with summaries (i.e., not counting glibc). The forward symbolic execution signature with summaries is about 3.13 × 1011 times
larger than the program, while unmeasurable without summaries.
Glibc increases the complexity of formulas. We investigated where the complexity and size of the resulting formula comes from, and found (to our surprise) it was almost
completely due to glibc. This phenomena has not been observed in previous work, most likely because only single
program paths were considered (e.g., in [12]. This experiment indicates that our WP-based approach allowed us to
learn something new about vulnerability signatures.
Table 5 shows sizes of some of the larger glibc functions. The problem is glibc functions have deep callgraphs.
For instance, vsprintf calls dozens of functions, many
of which in turn call malloc, which surprisingly calls
vsprintf recursively. This experiment indicates that providing summary functions, even for only a few glibc func-

tions, can significantly reduce the total signature size.
4.1.2 Final Generated Signature Size
Our tool automatically converts the final WP formula into C
code, which can then be compiled and evaluated on inputs.
We tested our tool on atphttpd, and the tool generated about
4,000 lines of C code for the corresponding WP formulas.
The compiled signature takes in an input string, and returns
either 1 for exploit, or 0 for safe.

5 Related Work
Brumley et al. [12] were the first to propose techniques
for automatically create vulnerability signatures for software. They broke down the problem of signature creation
into two dimensions: the amount of code covered by the
signature, and how the signature is represented. We focus
on the problem of how to efficiently cover many vulnerable
program paths.
Forward Symbolic Execution. Our approach is likely
applicable to other security scenarios which use forward
symbolic execution to reason about programs. The EXE
project finds security errors deep in programs through
mixed forward and symbolic execution [1, 13] of source
code. In their project, they instrument the source code such
that the symbolic formulas are built up as the code executes.
Brumley et al uses mixed execution of binaries to automatically detecting trigger-based behavior such as time-bombs
in software [10]. Kruegel uses symbolic execution to automate mimicry attacks [28]. His approach iteratively considers each possible path for a mimicry attack. Since each
formula f generated represents an execution down one code
path π, it corresponds to the formula wp(π, true). Therefore, our technique is applicable and a) may reduce the size
of the formulas generated b) make it easier for decision procedures to reason about the formula in each of these settings.
Weakest precondition Dijkstra extensively explored
weakest preconditions for formal program verification using the guarded command language [19]. (The guards that
gave the language its name have been replaced by assume
statements.) Flanagan and Saxe were the first to derive
techniques for reducing the resulting formula from exponential to quadratic size [23]. They use two auxiliary functions “N.S and “W.S”. Leino was the first to spotlight it was
the weakest liberal precondition property that made their
techniques work [29], eliminating the need for “N.S” and
“W.S”. Leino proved equation 3 using a logic-based argument. However, we believe our inductive proof is of value

Program

No Summaries
# Stmts

WP
11

4.32 × 10

glibc summaries
Forward Exec.

11

5.75 × 10

18

# Stmts

WP

Forward Exec.

15834

16316

96658

atphttpd

4.16 × 10

bind

2.91 × 106

3.06 × 106

3.27 × 1016

182196

191220

5.27 × 1013

iwconfig

1.97 × 1014

2.13 × 1014

> 264

45634

46735

7.19 × 1013

samba

2.78 × 107

3.00 × 107

> 264

2.40 × 107

2.72 × 107

7.72 × 1018

Table 4. Symbolic signature size for full path converge using weakest preconditions and forward
symbolic execution as in [12]. We consider both with and without summary functions for common
glibc functions.

Function

# Stmts

WP

Forward Exec.

gethostbyname

7.54 × 1013

8.17 × 1013

6.62 × 1018

perror

5.27 × 1012

5.71 × 1012

1.59 × 1018

realloc

1.69 × 1010

1.83 × 1010

4.04 × 1018

strerror

1.32 × 1012

1.43 × 1012

5.37 × 1018

Table 5. Measurements for how much complexity various glibc functions add to the overall signature.

since it closely follows the natural recursive nature of a WP
calculation.
Although our primary interest is to generate sound vulnerability signatures, our techniques can be applied to enable classical Hoare-style program verification of binary
programs. Others have also explored calculating weakest
preconditions on assembly programs. Previous approaches
for creating weakest preconditions on assembly programs
have tried introducing auxiliary terms [6], explicitly model
the control flow counter [37]. Our approach is much more
straight-forward: we perform structural analysis to transform the “unstructuredness” of the assembly program into
the corresponding form of a structured program. The advantage of our approach is that we do not need to invent
new machinery in order to reason about binary programs:
the structural analysis reduces reasoning about unstructured
programs to the structured case. Our analysis should not fail
for acyclic programs, however certain cyclic programs may
cause problem. Note to the best of our knowledge previous
work also considered only acyclic programs. To the best
of our knowledge, our work on sound application dialog
replay [32] was the first to compute the WP on binary programs. However, the algorithm implemented in that work
was exponential; our work here would bring the formula
sizes down in that work to quadratic.

6 Conclusion
We have shown how to formulate the problem of automatically creating a vulnerability signature from a program
binary by using weakest preconditions. Our approach required us to develop new algorithms to adapt weakest preconditions to binary programs, which may be of independent interest. The result of our approach is we can reduce
the size of a vulnerability signatures from exponential to
quadratic in the size of the (acyclic) program, and we eliminate the need to consider each of the exponential paths separately. We also ran experiments using our analysis on real
binaries. Our measurements indicate the signatures are orders of magnitude smaller than previous approaches. Thus,
our methods are the first practical approach for creating a
sound vulnerability signature over multiple program paths.
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A Additional Figures
We provide a few more illustrative examples in this appendix.

A.1

Small WP calculation

We give here a sample derivation using the weakest precondition rules from Table 2. Given the program:
assume e; x := y2assume e; x := z

(4)

We would passified the program, and calculate the weakest precondition with respect wlp(P, true) ∨ Q as shown in
Figure 4.

A.2

Extended Example of CFG to GCL

Figure 5 shows an extended example of how Algorithm 1
calculates the GCL over vertices in a graph. Our structural analysis algorithm iteratively considers each node in
topological order, essentially collapsing nodes as they are
processed. Note confluence points indicate a choice in the
graph, at which point the GCL program builds an appropriate choice statement.

wlp(assume x =y, true) : (x = y) ⇒ true

wlp( assume e, (x = y) ⇒ true) : e ⇒ ((x = y) ⇒ true)

wlp(assume e; assume x = y; , true) : e ⇒ ((x = y) ⇒ true)

...
wlp(assume ¬e; assume x = z; , true) : Q1

wlp(assume e; assume x = y; 2assume ¬e; assume x = z; , true) ∨ Q : (e ⇒ ((x = y) ⇒ true) ∧ Q1 ) ∨ Q

Figure 4. Calculate wlp(P, true) ∨ Q for passified program P = program 4
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Figure 5. An example of our algorithm for creating the GCL from a CFG. Note that at each step
we calculate the current GCL formula at each node in topological order via node collapsing. In the
transition from d to e corresponds to lines 7-12 of the algorithm, where we compute a common prefix
and update the GCL to correspond to the choice (2) between the various branches that could have
been taken to reach node 6.

